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The Texas Supreme Court has some new ideas about tackling the justice gap that's keeping poor and
middle-income people from being able to afford lawyers.

Those ideas, identified in a Dec. 6 report by the high court's Commission to Expand Civil Legal
Services, include creating a statewide referral system to send modest-means clients to lawyers whom
they can afford, supporting legal incubators to teach law students to make a living representing those
clients, and launching an online portal for lawyers to bid on representing clients who post about their
legal problems. Some of the commission's recommendations will require changes to civil procedure
rules and attorney disciplinary rules.

According to the report, it will takes years of experimentation and monitoring to find reforms that work.

"The justice gap did not occur overnight, and closing it may prove to be an enduring quest," the
commission reported. "We initially urge the court to prioritize less complicated initiatives, focusing on
those that would increase modest-means clients' access to lawyers."

Texas Supreme Court Chief Justice Nathan Hecht, who convened the commission in November 2015,
said that two recommendations promising big results are a suggestion to support legal incubators to
train law students to make their living representing modest-means clients, and the idea to create
better referral systems that use technological advancements and connect existing resources in
courthouses.

"We've got lawyers coming out of law school who can't get jobs, we've got more people than ever who
need lawyers, and the market is not getting them together. We need to explore ways to help do what
the market ought to be doing, but it isn't," Hecht said. "I think the report should be welcome by the bar,
and I hope it will promote innovation."

Recommendations
The commission debated a number of initiatives, including reforming law school curriculum and
changing procedure and ethics rules. It settled on recommendations to meet two goals: to connect
clients with lawyers who charge modest fees; and to help self-represented litigants in the courts.

For example, the committee recommended creating a "legal pipeline" to refer modest-means clients to
lawyers. Self-help centers and legal-aid providers, who must turn away many clients for lack of
resources, should work together to refer everyone to lawyers, it reasoned.
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"The first step in fusing a legal pipeline is the creation of a comprehensive electronic database that
chronicles each service provider and program in the state," said the report. There should be a pilot
program that creates procedures for legal providers to coordinate a referral system, and there must be
education and outreach to lawyers and judges so they understand the pipeline.

The commission also recommended that Texas harness technology to close the justice gap. The State
Bar of Texas lawyer directory should allow lawyers to indicate if they take flat fee or sliding-scale fees,
and let clients search for those lawyers. Texas should create an online portal to match modest-means
clients with lawyers, and list the lawyers' rates. The portal might allow clients to post their legal
problems and have lawyers bid on the representation, or it might enable virtual attorney-client
meetings, said the report.

The commission urged the Supreme Court to review and identify ethics rules that might impede
technological advancements. Online portals might raise a question about when an attorney-client
relationship is formed, or when a conflict of interest arises. Rules about advertising and barratry might
be implicated by soliciting modest-means clients online.

Those are not the only rules that might need to change to close the justice gap.

The commission also suggested that the Supreme Court should change court procedure rules to
make way for limited-scope representation. Rules would have to address issues such as how to
disclose ghostwriting, how a lawyer tells the court and opposing party about a limited appearance and
how a limited-scope lawyer withdraws from a case. Attorney disciplinary rules also need changes to
make lawyers more comfortable with limited-scope representation, said the report.

More broadly, the commission said the Supreme Court should keep self-represented litigants in mind
whenever it changes civil or appellate procedural rules, focusing on streamlining procedures to make
litigation cheaper and easier.

The report also said that the Supreme Court must obtain complete statistics on pro se litigants to
measure the justice gap and determine if reforms work. The court should create a permanent
commission to do that work. The court should encourage funding of law libraries and courthouse
programs that help pro se litigants, the report said.
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